FORBIDDEN JOURNEY
Sixty Lis Nearer London.
Every time I rode behind Peter I wished I could draw
caricatures. The pony was invisible under the military cloak
of its master. And I verily believe that the master's feet
might have been crossed under the animal's belly! However,
for the greater part of the time we rode far away from each
other as though we wanted to be separated for a few hours.
Our states of mind were very different. Peter's attitude was
one of wonder at discovering the ways of the nomads, ways
that are as old as the world. I, on the other hand, was going
back to a chapter in my own history. In a sense I was only
prolonging the journey I had made in Russian Turkestan.
I was familiar with the smell of camels and of their fetid
breathing as they ruminated. I had already joined in the
halt at the watering-place, already seen the gathering of the
dung for fuel. I knew the joy of drinking boiling tea, had
assisted in the search for camels that strayed while grazing.
I knew the silence at night, when one's eyes are burning
after marching against the wind all day. I loved the primi-
tive way of living which gave one back that hunger that
transforms every morsel one puts under one's tooth into solid
satisfaction; the healthy weariness that made sleep an
incomparable voluptuousness; and the desire to get on that
found realization in every step one took.
United in the craving to succeed in our enterprise, we had
come to a perfect understanding. Yet we did not see things
from the same angle. Every night Peter would repeat his
refrain: "Sixty &* nearer to London." He did it to annoyme,
and I would tell him to shut up, for I wanted to forget that
we had, inevitably, to return home. I even lost the desire
to return home. I should have liked the journey to continue
for the rest of my life. There was nothing to attract me back
to the west. I knew I should feel isolated amongst my
* A U is about seven hundred yards.
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